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This Presentation

• Covers the Sustainable Livelihoods Approach
• Shows the ‘SLA in Action’ within wider analyses
• Covers other related models and considers how to present
information

Sustainable Livelihoods – Why Should I Care?
• It unlocks your other skills

• Once you have cracked open the egg, you can use all your other economic and evaluation
skills to make a nice omelette. Until you’ve done that, you can’t.

• It breaks down very complex economic questions
•
•
•
•
•

You don’t even need to write it up – you just need it in your head – all the time.
It gives you the language and conceptual tools to explain complex processes
It gives real, hard, relevant and expansive information
Rwandan Cross Border Traders
Scottish Aquaculture – fish farming in remote Highland areas where public investment,
environmental and employment decisions are very directly linked. Understanding a balance
of assets

• It helps businesses understand a broad range of impacts (r.f Elena’s example)
•
•
•
•

Talk them through these impacts and risks they are not always comfortable with
Advise on where they can improve
Draw attention to core impacts
What’s in it for them? Again: understanding a balance of asset

Sustainable Livelihoods Framework

Conceptual Framework

• SLA is a holistic platform which puts all types of capital a person has access to (human, social, natural,
physical, financial) on a level playing field.
• Some see it as an old model, and conservative (keeping smallholders small) – but it has not been used to full
potential, certainly in our area, and can be radical
• Sustainable livelihoods are where capital assets are balanced in such a way that they reduce vulnerability
and enable positive livelihood strategies and outcomes. The capital base of individuals and groups can be
identified, and their livelihood strategies described and evaluated.

The Heart of SLA: Assets of a Livelihood
CORE ASSET
PENTAGON

Assets / Capital to analyse
• Human i.e. skills / education / health (possibly employment
depending on context)
• Social i.e. family / community life
• Financial i.e. income / earnings for business or community
• Natural i.e. land / water / wildlife / biodiversity Physical i.e.
infrastructure / shelter / water / energy / ICT

Activities, Policies & Strategy
POLICIES,
VALUE
CHAINS,
ACTIVITIES

Feedback Loop

FEEDBACK
LOOP TO
ASSETS

CRUCIAL:
VULNERABILITY,
RISK AND
RESILIENCE

Resilience and Risk

The vulnerability context is a key consideration when working with fragile communities.

SLA in Action

Focus beneficiaries and stakeholders:
Rwanda-DRC Cross-Border Trade

1) CBT traders, 2) DRC buyers (and producers), 3) Service Providers, 4) Suppliers

CBT IMPACT MAP
RWANDA

DR CONGO
Induced Social Multiplier:
• Availability of food, construction and other products
• Mitigating weaknesses in Natural Capital (land closed
off to farming, Physical Capital (roads, energy
infrastructure) and Social Capital (political instability as
key driver of asset weakness)

Direct
Consumers:
• Shops
• Clinics
• Schools
• Private firms
• Households

SERVICES: Indirect Economic Multiplier

SUPPLIERS TO CBT:
KIGALI
INDUSTRIES
Maize flour
Cassava flour
Cooperatives

Clinic

Rwanda Traders (incl.
Cooperatives)
DRC Traders /
importers

Formal
Constructed
market

Insurance and
Financial
Services

DIRECT LOCAL SUPPLIERS:
Cooperatives & Household
farmers (including trader
households

Multiplier – demand
for supplier services

Schools

Negative impact of lost sales to
Rwanda:
• Opportunity cost considered
low – either:
• 24% saving on prices
(see research)
• Unavailable or at higher
price and risk profile

Border
Officials

Border
Officials

TIGO

TIGO
Illicit
trade

Induced multiplier
(i.e. two suppliers
separately building
on wealth creation of
CBT trade)

Street
food /
hawkers

Above: Fish trader cooperative (integrated with producer cooperative)
Right: Congolese traders (one pregnant)
Below: Young Agro-Vet selling farm inputs to exporters and Congolese.

EAC import and re-export (e.g. Uganda
cassava)

Rwanda-wide agric-production – e.g.
Maize in Eastern Province, cattle

Impact Multiplier:
‘The Funnel’
‘The funnel’ illustrates there is:

Local Cooperatives and
suppliers

• Intensification of impact, but large,
diffuse impact elsewhere

Trader cooperatives

• Critical dependency on CBT for the
multiplier (positive and negative)

CBT Thin
border
activities
Rwanda CBT
traders thick
border
activities

DRC
traders
Producers
Consumers

• Linkages with Min. of Agriculture
(circular agric. asset accumulation)
should be made clear
• For DRC, arguably helping supply
large population with essentials is the
win, even if there are mixed impacts
for producers

Measuring Assets – e.g. Rwanda Cross Border Traders

Results

Impacts – Themes & Evidence
Impact

Example in field consultations

Strong social
benefits of
CBT for
traders

Investment in natural capital (N – land),
physical capital (P – livestock, property),
human capital (H – education for
children), social capital (S - buying share in
cooperative).
Clear evidence of strong diversification of
assets, reducing household risk, e.g. land
purchase for collateral, education. This
vulnerability context – overcoming risk –
can be developed further.

Is this supported by the data?

Yes:
•
•
•
•

Interviews, FGD & reporting. Mark-up on value of product
Growth in cooperative # and value
Data: RCA, MINICOM, IA, Pro-Femmes – can extrapolate impact magnitude
Pro-Femmes evaluation – household spend

Economic
upgrading –
clear
evidence

Cooperative near Cyanika exports carrots,
fruits, mushrooms, imports Eurofoam
mattresses, now formally under contract –
bought coop land (increase in N, S) want
to start manufacturing furniture

Yes:
• Clear substantiated interview / FGD evidence – warrants more analysis
• Modelling of economic upgrading and backward integration
• Producer cooperative data (MINICOM) will demonstrate impact by value and
region.

Wider impact
multiplier

Services providers and suppliers are
concentrated in CBT districts but impact
goes far wider, with variations in VC and
service. Important for farmers in Eastern
Province. There is a funnel of impact,
broad then narrowing – dependencies.

Yes:
•
Imani Value Chain study
•
Interview accounts (esp. with millers and intermediaries), dental clinic, markup on products
•
Import-export data from MINICOM, various CBT studies
•
FAO food poverty data (price differentials)

Impact in
neighbouring
country(ies)

DRC impacts evaluated – opportunity cost
of Rwanda exporting – mitigating lack of
political security and organisation (S),
training (H), land (N) and physical
infrastructure (P)

Partial:
• Price differential analysis suggests lowering of cost of food to DRC, but in such
differentials a ‘DRC carrot’ is really a Rwandan carrot with 20% markup, i.e.
improves food security and availability in a vacuum.
• FGD / consultation – strengthening DRC capacity AS OFF-TAKER is in Rwanda’s
interests.

Price Differentials – Trade Economic Impact on Stakeholders

Price Differentials Goma and Bukavu Borders 2016
Food item

Food Basket quantity
(Kg) to meet 2500KCal
per day

Kamembe Basket Cost
to consume 2500Kcal
Per Day (Rwf)

Bukavu Basket Cost to
consume 2500Kcal Per
Day (Rwf)

Price Difference:
Kamembe Bukavu (%)

Cereals and products

0.1024

34.65

39.81

15%

Eggs

0.00194

0.16

0.31

100%

Fish

0.02639

52.78

65.98

25%

Fruits and products

0.22144

66.36

82.40

24%

Meat

0.00409

9.24

11.98

30%

Milk and Cheese

0.02384

8.89

11.83

33%

Pulses

0.15728

55.05

70.78

29%

Roots and tubers (products)

1.19399

180.93

298.01

65%

Treenuts

0.00098

0.58

0.68

19%

Vegetables

0.1799

37.42

60.90

63%

1.9

446.04

642.67

44%

Total Difference

Price differentials likely due to CBT mark-up and costs rather than inherent
uncompetitiveness on the DRC side (supported by 2012 strategy analysis). High prices
in Gisenyi relative to rest of Rwanda also supports this – that there is ‘undersupply’.

(Hausmann) Economic Upgrading
Positive
Impacts

ASSET ACCUMULATION:
REINVESTING INCOME
IN LAND AND
AGRICULTURE

Food security
in the face of
poor assets

Income from
nonsubsistence
sales
improving
financial
capital

1) Higher income
2) Improved social
capital (S) through
empowerment in
family and
community
3) Cooperative support
and opportunities (S)
4) Opportunity to
accumulate assets (F)

Poor social capital in
household, fewer natural
assets (land, irrigation),
poor physical and
financial assets (inputs)

1) Higher value,
accumulation of
investments (property,
etc.)
2) Reduced need to
cross border

Fruits of investment
in human capital
(H) of education
funded by CBT and
Financial Capital (F)

2nd
Generation
Services

Aggregating
/ Trading

Mixed cash
cropping and
on-selling
Subsistence
agriculture (less
economic power
in household)

1) Higher
income (F)
2) Higher
value per
trip?
3) Durable
and fewer
substitutes
/
specialised
products

Time away from home
commitments increases, limited
acceptance by family (threat to
Social Capital)

Non-agric
commodities /
manufacturing

1) Risk to social
capital – theft,
harassment,
violence
2) Risk of debt to
financial capital

1) Large financial
capital
commitment
(capital
requirements)
2) Risk of theft of
high value goods
3) Lack of mark-up
from own
produce

1) High financial
capital (F) barriers to
entry, require
specific human
capital (H) for high
value services.

Negative Impacts

Expectation
to take
risks to
broaden
Social
Capital (S)
and
financial
capital (F)
of family
(go to
Kigali?)

Outputs

Physical Capital

These impacts
can be broken
down in a fairly
decent
quantitative way
as well as ‘soft’
measures.

Further Development

Scottish Aquaculture
Value Chain

Integrating SLA and Market Industry Systems

This integrated approach combines industry analysis as the key to good industry outcomes and strategies leading to
good impact.

Thank You – Any Questions?
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